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This collection of information is not intended to infringe copyrights of the authors of the material.
This collection is intended to visually index all available documented material regarding Bulwai.
This work has been undertaken as a community project for Kuranda Region History Project.
We hope this index encourages further reading of the historical material presented and
contributes a greater understanding of the Bulwai rainforest tribe, FNQ
as documented by Norman B.Tindale in 1940.

Web versions
www.bulwaicollective.org
www.kurandaregion.org/history
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NORMAN TINDALE
1900-1993

Norman Tindale began working at the South Australian Museum in
1918 as an entomologist's assistant, became its full-time ethnologist in
1928 and retired in 1965 after 45 years at the Museum. His significant
contribution to documenting Aboriginal Australia arose from his
association with Maroadunei, a Ngandi songmaker from Arnhem Land,
who Tindale met on his first expedition to Groote Eylandt from 192122. Maroadunei introduced Tindale to the concept of 'tribal
boundaries', establishing that Australian Aboriginal people were not
'free wanderers' but were linked by culture, kinship and language and
were bound to the land geographically and ecologically. Tindale set out
to collect and collate empirical data from numerous expeditions, culminating in his 1974 map of tribal boundaries
and its accompanying catalogue, 'Aboriginal tribes of Australia, their terrain, environmental controls, distribution,
limits and proper names'.
Tindale recorded observations and data into journals over five decades. His collection in the South Australian
Museum Archives comprises expedition journals and supplementary papers, sound and film recordings,
drawings, maps, photographs, genealogies, vocabularies and correspondence. Copies of Tindale’s genealogies are
consulted by Indigenous people across Australia, with records on some families dating back to 1860, and
sometimes include language groups and people’s traditional names. The genealogies, charted in hand-written
field notes, include 50,000 Indigenous people, as well as thousands of named photographic portraits. The Tindale
Collection has provided evidence for Native Title claims, and has helped thousands of Aboriginal people to trace
their family connections, particularly in areas where traditional knowledge has been lost.
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NORMAN TINDALE
1900-1993

MAP NAME
'Rough Distribution of Vocabularies
collected by Norman B. Tindale
1921-1976' © SA Museum
MAP PUBLISH DATE
1976
MAP MAKER
NORMAN B. TINDALE
http://www.anu.edu.au/linguistics/nash/aust/nbt/

Tindale vocabularies
This section is about the over 150
parallel vocabularies of Australian
languages collected by Norman B
Tindale.
Tindale's Index to Tribes, coded to his
manuscript map and vocabularies
(based on entry by Barry Alpher, 28
June 1999, AIATSIS; 112-142 added
from SA Museum description of Series
AA 338/01/19/4)
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NORMAN TINDALE
1900-1993
Local call number: p TIN Personal
Author: Tindale, Norman B. (Norman Barnett), 1900-1993
Added Author: Birdsell, Joseph B. (Joseph Benjamin), 1908-1994

Title: Tasmanoid tribes in North Queensland : (results of the Harvard-Adelaide Universities Anthropological Expedition, 1938-1939)
Annotation: Theory that the following tribes represent Tasmaniod remnant; Ngatjan, Mamu, Wanjuru, Tjapukai, Barbaram, Idindji, Kongkandji,
Buluwai, Djiru, Djirubal, Gulngai, Keramai; mixed tribes include; Bandjin, Newegi, Agwamin, Wakaman, Muluridji, Djankun, Irukandji and possible
Wulpura; environment; physical characteristics, cultural relationships, language, material culture, burial rites, cannibalism
Source: South Australian Museum -- Records ; Vol. 7, no.1 (1941), pp 1-9
Language/Group: Djabugay / Tjapukai / Djabuganjdji language (Y106) (Qld SE55-01)
Language/Group: Djabugay / Tjapukai / Djabuganjdji people (Y106) (Qld SE55-01)
Language/Group: Bandjin language (Y130) (Qld SE55-10)
Language/Group: Bandjin people (Y130) (Qld SE55-10)
Language/Group: Mbabaram / Bar-Barrum people (Y115) (Qld SE55-05)
Language/Group: Buluwandji people (Y110) (Qld SE55-01)
Language/Group: Bulway language (Y110) (Qld SE55-01)
Language/Group: Dyirbal / Djirbal / Jirrabul language (Y123) (Qld SE55-05)
Language/Group: Dyirbal / Djirbal / Jirrabul people (Y123) (Qld SE55-05)
Language/Group: Djiru / Dyiru language (Y124) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Djiru / Dyiru people (Y124) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Gugu Djangun / Djungan / Gugu Dyangun language (Y109) (Qld SE5501)
Language/Group: Gugu Djangun / Djungan / Gugu Dyangun people (Y109) (Qld SE55-01)
Language/Group: Agwamin language (Y132) (Qld SE55-09)
Language/Group: Agwamin people (Y132) (Qld SE55-09)
Language/Group: Girramay language (Y127) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Girramay people (Y127) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Gungay language (Y114) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Gunggandji / Gungandji people (Y114) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Madyanydyi / Wanyurr people (Y119) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Madyay / Wanyurr language (Y119) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Malanbarra / Gulngay language (Y126) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Malanbarra / Gulngay people (Y126) (Qld SE55-06)

Language/Group: Mamu language (Y122) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Mamu people (Y122) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Mbabaram language (Y115) (Qld SE55-05)
Language/Group: Mularidji / Gugu Muluriji language (Y97) (Qld SE55-01)
Language/Group: Mularidji / Gugu Muluriji people (Y97) (Qld SE55-01)
Language/Group: Ngadyan / Ngadjon language (Y121) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Ngadyan / Ngadjon people (Y121) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Nyawaygi language (Y129) (Qld SE55-10)
Language/Group: Nyawaygi people (Y129) (Qld SE55-10)
Language/Group: Wagaman / Wakamin language (Y108) (Qld SE55-05)
Language/Group: Wagaman / Wakamin people (Y108) (Qld SE55-05)
Language/Group: Gugu Waldja / Wulpura language (Y98) (Qld SE55-01)
Language/Group: Gugu Waldja / Wulpura people (Y98) (Qld SE55-01)
Language/Group: Yidiny / Yidindji language (Y117) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Yidiny / Yidindji people (Y117) (Qld SE55-06)
Language/Group: Yirgay language (Y111) (Qld SE55-02)
Language/Group: Yirrganydji / Yirgay people (Y111) (Qld SE55-02)
https://aiatsis.gov.au/sites/default/files/docs/collections/language_bib
s/djabugauy_tjapukai_djabuganjdji.pdf
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2. N1-2458 Harvard Adelaide Expedition Anthropological Data
This series comprises printed cards on which data has been recorded under
the following headings: (in the first section) Place, Date, Observer, Recorder;
(in the second section) (individual subject) Number, Sex, Child, Adult, Group
or Tribe, Name, Birthplace, Rank, Occupation, Kinship with, Father's Group
or Tribe, Mother's, Family Number, and also headings for other kin details,
and other details including Genetic class, Blood group and Age. The
remainder of the card, including the reverse, is printed with headings and
categories for the recording of physical observations and measurements
(anthropometric data), numbered to 80. The first card in the series is
annotated by NB Tindale: 'For Genetic class data see Genealogies by NB
T[indale] recorded by family number', 'Sociological details and genetic
assessment by NB Tindale based on genealogies collected and recorded in
Notebooks which see for data on Genetic class'. Most cards have JB
B[irdsell] recorded as 'Observer' and BG B[irdsell] as 'Recorder'. Some
information in the second section appears to have been filled in by NB
Tindale, possibly later. Note that interleaved with the Woorabinda cards are
a set of duplicate cards by NB Tindale, used as temporary sociological data
cards.

AA 338/8/20 Parallel Vocabularies
Supplementary to Journals: 'Harvard and Adelaide Universities Anthropological
Expedition, Australia, 1938-1939. Journal and notes by Norman B. Tindale' (vols 1
and 2; AA 338/1/15/1-2).
This item includes materials relating to Tindale's long-running interest in collecting
parallel vocabularies of Aboriginal languages. Tindale collected the bulk of his
parallel vocabularies during the Harvard and Adelaide Universities Anthropological
Expedition during 1938-39. This expedition visited many places in the north, south,
south-east and south-west of the continent (including areas of Qld, NSW, Vic, Tas,
SA, and WA), and enabled Tindale to collect 110 vocabularies. To this core, 42
additional vocabularies were added from data collected during subsequent
expeditions to Western Australia (1952-54), Central Australia (1951, 1956) and
Queensland (1960, 1963). Note that the vocabularies collected during 1952-4 (nos
112-142) are located in journal: 'Anthropological Field Notes on the UCLA-UA
Anthropological Expedition N.W. Australia by Norman B. Tindale. Vocabularies and
Social Frameworks IV. 1953' (AA 338/1/19/4) . Apart from these core materials, this
item also contains notes on phonetics, social frameworks, and other vocabularies
and working notes collected by Tindale or drawn from literature sources.
**Application for access in progress

In summary, the parallel vocabularies 1-111 and 144-152 consist of the equivalents in
Aboriginal languages of up to approximately 110 English words (although variations in
the latter are encountered at times).The vocabularies are occasionally accompanied by
brief notes on the place of recording and other contextual information.

http://archives.samuseum.sa.gov.au/aa346/AA346-04.htm

http://archives.samuseum.sa.gov.au/aa338/AA338-08.htm
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MAP NAME
FIELD STATIONS OF N.B. TINDALE
1921 – 1965
MAP PUBLISH DATE
XXXX
MAP MAKER
NORMAN B. TINDALE
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NORMAN TINDALE
1900-1993

MAP NAME
Map of Australia
MAP PUBLISH DATE
After 1939
MAP MAKER
NORMAN B. TINDALE
MAP NOTATIONS
• South Australian Museum Tindale
Collection
• Map annotated by Tindale showing
the routes taken by the Board for
Anthropological Research
expeditions between 1924 and 1939.
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NORMAN TINDALE
1900-1993

MAP NAME
Aboriginal Tribes
MAP PUBLISH DATE
1939
MAP MAKER
NORMAN B. TINDALE
MAP NOTATIONS
• South Australian Museum Tindale
Collection
• Map showing the locations of
Aboriginal tribes based on Tindale's
fieldwork. A version of this map was
published in 1940.
• https://www.samuseum.sa.gov.au/g
allery/aacg/speakingland/story08/08
_images/08_img10.htm
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NORMAN TINDALE
1900-1993

MAP NAME
'Cairns and Hinterland Road Map'
with N B Tindale Notations
MAP PUBLISH DATE
1938/72
MAP MAKER
NORMAN B. TINDALE
MAP NOTATIONS
• South Australian Museum Tindale
Collection
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NORMAN TINDALE
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MAP NAME
SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF
THE ABORIGINAL TRIBES OF
AUSTRALIA
MAP PUBLISH DATE
1940

MAP MAKER
NORMAN B. TINDALE
MAP NOTATIONS
REFERENCE
• Defined Tribal Boundaries show thus [green
dash]
• Approximate “ “ “ “ [green dotted line]
• Limit of distribution of rite of circumcision “
“ {green solid line]
• State and Territory boundaries “ “ [black
dash dot line]

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-03-11/old-maps-australia-art-cartography/8314730

NOTES REGARDING PHONETIC SYMBOLS
EMPLOYED
• These Tribal Names are written in the
Alphabet of the International Phoentic
Association as adapted to Australian
Languages by a Committee at the University
of Adelaide 1930-31.
• (See Tindale, N.B., Records of the S.A.
Museum, 5, 1935, p. 261 et seq. and
Tindale N.B. Transactions of the Royal
18
Society of South Australia Vol. 64, 1940)
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MAP NAME
SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF
THE ABORIGINAL TRIBES OF
AUSTRALIA
MAP PUBLISH DATE
1940

MAP MAKER
NORMAN B. TINDALE

ZOOM
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1900-1993

MAP NAME
LANGUAGE GROUP BOUNDARIES
IN AUSTRALIA

MAP PUBLISH DATE
19__
MAP MAKER
NORMAN TINDALE
MAP NOTATIONS
• NOT TO SCALE
• THE DETAILS ON THIS MAP ARE
SUBJECT TO AMENDMENT.
• COMPILATION AND DRAUGHTING BY
S. __UNOTT.
• THIS MAP IS DERIVED FROM THE
“TRIBAL BOUNDARIES IN
ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIA” MAP BY
NORMAN B. TINDALE. THE ORGINAL
MAP MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE
AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF
ABORIGINAL STUDIES, CANBERRA.
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MAP NAME
LANGUAGE GROUP BOUNDARIES
IN AUSTRALIA

MAP PUBLISH DATE
19__
MAP MAKER
NORMAN TINDALE

ZOOM
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MAP NAME
TRIBAL BOUNDARIES IN
ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIA

MAP PUBLISH DATE
1974
MAP MAKER
NORMAN B. TINDALE
MAP NOTATIONS
No high resolution version available
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NORMAN TINDALE
1900-1993

MAP NAME
AUSTRALIA NE SHEET
MAP PUBLISH DATE
1974
MAP MAKER
NORMAN TINDALE
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MAP NAME
AUSTRALIA NE SHEET
MAP PUBLISH DATE
1974
MAP MAKER
NORMAN TINDALE

ZOOM
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MAP NAME
TRIBAL BOUNDARIES IN
ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIA
MAP PUBLISH DATE
1974
MAP MAKER
NORMAN B. TINDALE

http://archives.samuseum.sa.gov.au/tribalmap/html/map_L3_C2_B5.html

MAP NOTATIONS
• Geographic II Spelling as used by Dr.
N. B Tindale in his book “Aboriginal
Tribes of Australia” published by
University of California Press 1974.
• [circle] Boundary of subincision rite
• [triangle] Boundary of circumcision
rite
• Tribal boundaries drawn by Windifred
Mumford on a base map produced by
the Division of National Mapping,
Department of National Development,
Canberra, Australia.
• This map is a reproduction of N.B.
Tindale’s 1974 map of Indigenous
group boundaries existing at the time
of the first European settlement in
Australia. It is not intended to
represdent contemporary
25
relationships to land.

NORMAN TINDALE
1900-1993

MAP NAME
TRIBAL BOUNDARIES IN
ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIA
MAP PUBLISH DATE
1974
MAP MAKER
NORMAN B. TINDALE

ZOOM
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NORMAN TINDALE
1900-1993

A SOUTH AUSTRALIAN LOOKS AT SOME BEGINNINGS OF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN AUSTRALIA* Norman B. Tindale
http://press-files.anu.edu.au/downloads/press/p71431/pdf/book.pdf?referer=1082
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URSULA MCCONNEL
1888-1957

Ursula H. McConnel 1939
SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF THE TRIBES OF
CAPE YORK PENINSULA, NORTH QUEENSLAND
Authors
Ursula H. McConnel
First published: September 1939
DOI: 10.1002/j.1834-4461.1939.tb00256.x
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/j.1834-4461.1939.tb00256.x/abstract
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South of Port Douglas is another group - the indyi or andyi tribes of
the Mowbray, Barron and Mulgrave Rivers, surveyed originally by
Roth28 and later by me in 1931. On the Mowbray River are the
Tya.bogai-ty andyi, a branch of whom on the Barron River are
known as the Nyakali (Sharp : Niakali). On the south side of the
Barron River are the bulwandyi ; low down on the Barron are the
Yirkandyi, and on Barron headwaters are the Ngai-tyandyi. On
Mission Bay, south of Cairns, are the Kuygandyi and on Cairns Inlet
and the Mulgrave River are the Yidindyi. Members of these tribes
now live mostly on Yarrabah and Mona- mona Missions, or in the
native camps near Cairns and other settlements.
The moiety names of these tribes also afford interesting contrasts,
kurabana (bana=water, rain), representing the monsoon wet season,
and kurakula or kuraminya (minya =meat), representing the dry
winter months when grass is burned oñ and the chief hunting
activities take place. These tribes practise a bilateral cross-cousin
marriage, and have no record of a junior marriage. The term kàlaya
(associated in northern Peninsular tribes with mother's younger
brother) is used to denote mother's brother, either older or younger.
These tribes therefore mark the end of the junior and unilateral
marriage systems characteristic of Peninsular tribes.
The totemic organization of the Kuygandyi and Yidindyi tribes has
been briefly reviewed by me in an article on shield-designs.29 Large
shields associated with the use of large wooden " swords " are
peculiar to the tribes of the Cairns-Port Douglas region. The use of
shields (and boomerangs) occurs for a short distance north of this
area but not in the Peninsula proper. The knowledge and use of
these has apparently passed up the Gulf rivers from north-west

Page 67

URSULA MCCONNEL
1888-1957

central Queensland and Central Australia, but has not yet
penetrated the Peninsula further north. Along this route from tribe
to tribe has passed, it seems, not only the knowledge and use of
weapons and implements and objects of mutual exchange, but
cultural elements such as patrilineal named-moieties, and, in their
wake, the four-section system, which Roth traced " throughout the
length and breadth of north Queensland "30 south of the Mitchell
River. The four-section system was recorded by Roth for tableland
tableland tribes – Koko-minni (Palmer R.) ; Koko-wara (Laura R.) and
Koko-yelandyi (E. Normanby R.) and the Princess Charlotte Bay and
Endeavour River tribes,31 and the Koko-olkolo on the Alice
(Mitchell) River, but did not, however, extend beyond. Four sections
were also recorded by me for the tableland Koko-wallanyda
(Normanby headwaters) ; Koko-waldya (Daintree headwaters) and
Koko-woggara (Macleod R.).32 Four sections do not occur over the
range in the east coast tribes of the Bloomfield, Daintree and
Mossman Rivers and the Port Douglas- Cairns tribes. Nowadays the
tableland tribes, Koko-waldya, Wallandya and Woggara, including
the Koko-molloroidyi of Rifle Creek and Mount Molloy, frequent the
mining camps and cattle- stations of the tableland, and mix with the
coastal tribes in the Mossman and Daintree River township camp
reserves. Here intertribal marriages and adjustments take place
between the tableland tribes (four sections) and the coastal tribes
(named moieties only) which appear to possess otherwise an
underlying social organiza- tion in common. It was here that I
recorded four sections for the Koko-molloroidy.
30

URSULA MCCONNEL
1888-1957

MAP NAME
Map of coastal area from Cooktown
to Cairns, C.Y.P
MAP PUBLISH DATE
1939
MAP MAKER
L. KRAUSE__, URSULA McCONNEL
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ZOOM
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WALTER E. ROTH
1861-1933
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WALTER E. ROTH
1861-1933

http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/10247348?selectedversion=NBD4100062

NORTH QUEENSLAND ETHNOGRAPHY. BULLETIN NO. 14.
TRANSPORT AND TRADE

https://australianmuseum.net.au/uploads/journals/16936/932_complete.pdf
https://australianmuseum.net.au/uploads/journals/16850/282_complete.pdf
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WALTER E. ROTH
1861-1933

Ethnological Studies Among the North-westcentral Queensland Aborigines

North Queensland ethnography / by Walter E.Roth.

http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/10247348?q&versionId=20919683

https://archive.org/details/ethnologicalstu00rothgoog
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WALTER E. ROTH
1861-1933

North Queensland ethnography / by Walter E.Roth.

North Queensland Ethnography, Bulletins 1-5
ROTH, Walter E.
Govt. Print., 1901-1903., Brisbane, 1903. Quarter Calf
Spine. Book Condition: Very Good. c.1903. Bulletin
no.1 String and other forms of strand basketry, woven
bag and net-work. pp.15, 19 plates. Bulletin no. 2 The
structure of the Koko-Yimidir language. pp.35. Bulletin
no. 3 Food : its search, capture and preparation. pp.31,
2 plates. Bulletin no. 4 Games, sports and
amusements. pp.24, 10 plates (39 figs) Bulletin no. 5
Superstition, magic and medicine. pp.42, 7 plates (40
figs). Small folio. Bound together in later quarter calf
and marbled boards. Bookseller Inventory # 001838

http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/10247348?q&versionId=20919683

* Detail on request for this document
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KENNETH HALE
1934-2001

1960 Tjapukay [Dja:bugay] notes. Pata Tyaykul. Mr Gilbert Martin. Monamona Mission. Mr George Martin. Yarrabah
Settlement. 125 l. * AIATSIS MS 543
1960 Tjapukay [grammar and vocabulary] 1 box. Phoneme inventory, verbs intransitive & transitive, suffixes, nouns,
relational, enclitic like suffixes; approx. 748 words and sentences on loose sheets with translation * AIATSIS MS 543
1976 Hale, Kenneth L. 1976. Tya:pukay (Djaabugay), pp.236-242 in Languages of Cape York, ed. by Peter Sutton. Canberra:
AIAS.
http://www.anu.edu.au/linguistics/nash/aust/hale/biblio.html
Tjapukay. Change AIATSIS MS 734 to AIATSIS MS 543
http://aiatsis.gov.au/sites/default/files/catalogue_resources/MS543.htm

Wurrmbul, Gilbert or Gilpin Banning worked with linguists Helena Cassells and Elizabeth Patz who were following up on Ken Hale’s
study of the Djabugay language in the early 1960s.
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KENNETH HALE
1934-2001

https://aiatsis.gov.au/sites/default/files/catalogue_resources/hale_k06_finding_aid.pdf

List of People at Mona Mona Mission 28.10.1960
http://www.cifhs.com/qldrecords/locmm1960.html
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KENNETH HALE
1934-2001

MAP NAME
ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES OF
AUSTRALIA
MAP PUBLISH DATE
1970
MAP MAKER
G.N. O'Grady, S.A. Wurm, and K.L.
Hale
MAP NOTATIONS
• Adapted from a basic classification
prepared in 1966 by G.N. O'Grady, S.A.
Wurm, and K.L. Hale; drawn by R.M.
Watt for the Dept. of Linguistics,
University of Victoria, B.C., Canada.
• This map shows the amount of
grammar/phonology information that
was available on aboriginal languages in
Australia. This map is based on the map
prepared by Oates and Oates and
supplemented with information from the
following source: "Languages of the
World: Indo-Pacific Fascicle Six" by
Geoffrey N. O'Grady and C.F. and F.M.
Voegelin, as well as information from
the MultiTree database on language
relationships.
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KENNETH HALE
1934-2001

MAP NAME
ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES OF
AUSTRALIA
MAP PUBLISH DATE
*digitised version 2009, base map
1970
MAP MAKER
G.N. O'Grady, S.A. Wurm, and K.L.
Hale
http://llmap.org/map/321372/

ZOOM – DIGITAL VERSION
41

KENNETH HALE
1934-2001
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ROBERT M.W. DIXON
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ROBERT M.W. DIXON

MAP NAME
Yidinj and neighbouring languages,
Dixon (1977)
MAP DATE
1977 From the book ‘Grammar of
Yidiny’ 1977 Melbourne University
Press
MAP MAKER
R.M.W. DIXON
MAP NOTATIONS
• MAP 1. Yidinj and surrounding dialects.
(Based on Roth 1910b, McConnel 1939-40;
Tindale 1940; and writer’s field work. The
broken line indicates approximate tribal
boundaries for the peoples speaking
dialects of Yininj; it is not knowen wehther
the Madayndji and Wanuru were distinct
tribes, or two names for the same group.
The locations for the groups speaking
Dya:bugay language: Dya:bugay, Guluy,
Yirgay, Bulway and Nyagali – are each
based on a single source and have not
been checked; it is possible that some of
these terms may be alternate names for a
single dialect/local group/tribe.)
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ROBERT M.W. DIXON

A Grammar of Yidinj
R.M.W Dixon 1977
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ROBERT M.W. DIXON
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ROBERT M.W. DIXON

2011
In the early 1960s, R. M. W. (Bob) Dixon was one of the first
linguists to study the Aboriginal languages of northeast
Queensland, Australia. He found that some languages of the
coastal rainforest were still in daily use, but others were only
half-remembered by a single elder. This autobiographical
account of fourteen years of research, first published in
1984, paints a fascinating picture of the frontier society that
existed in the region nearly fifty years ago. It reveals the
difficulties and the excitement of linguistic fieldwork, but
most of all it focuses on the people who agreed to work with
Dixon and patiently helped him to understand their
dauntingly complex languages. They allowed him to record
their legends and songs and spent many hours answering his
questions; this book is a poignant reminder of the fragility of
their ancient culture.
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ROBERT M.W. DIXON
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ROBERT M.W. DIXON
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ROBERT M.W. DIXON

https://books.google.com.au/books?id=tWHiDB9rJ5kC&pg=PA46&lpg=PA46&dq=kenneth+hale+monamo
na&source=bl&ots=ha6Se7Wmej&sig=PwLsdz0O9i1Z3mj0WcVIukB8zsE&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiQ6e
7_nYPUAhVGNpQKHawmDtgQ6AEIPDAD#v=onepage&q=jabugay&f=false
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ELIZABETH PATZ

Elizabeth Patz 1991
Author Name: DIXON, R.M.W. & Barry J. Blake (eds).
Title: The Handbook of Australian Languages. Volume 4 : The Aboriginal language of
Melbourne and other grammatical sketches.
Publisher: Melbourne Oxford University Press 1991
Small 4to. 410pp, 7 maps, 1 illustration. ***Wolwurrung (Melbourne district), Panyjima
(Pilbara, WA); Djabugay and Mbabaram (far north Queensland).
* Detail on request for this document

Elizabeth Patz
Review of Djabugay country: an Aboriginal history of tropical North Queensland by Timothy Bottoms
http://press-files.anu.edu.au/downloads/press/p72831/pdf/reviews3.pdf
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TJAPUKAI
History and Culture Overview
Located in Cairns, Tropical North Queensland, Tjapukai has been sharing the authentic culture and
traditions of the local Djabugay people for the past 28 years, providing employment opportunities for their
people and giving the performers immense pride in demonstrating their culture.
More than 3 million people around the world have discovered how to “shake a leg” by joining in traditional
performances drawn from Djabugay corroborees, they have learnt how to make fire without a matchstick
and been enthralled with the haunting sounds of the didgeridoo.
From its inception, Tjapukai’s mission has been about giving Australians and international visitors the
opportunity to experience authentic Aboriginal culture and interact with Traditional Owners. That mission
now includes authentic Torres Strait Islander culture.
Tjapukai was founded in Kuranda in 1987 by international theatre artists Don and Judy Freeman, David
Hudson, a Ewamian man who was brought up among the Djabugay people, and his wife Cindy. They
combined their performance expertise with the cultural knowledge of six Djabugay men – Willie Brim, Alby
Baird, Wayne Nicols, Irwin Riley, Neville Hobbler and Dion Riley – to create a one-hour play incorporating
the dance-rich culture of the Djabugay people who had lived in the rainforest around Kuranda for tens of
thousands of years.
In 1996 Tjapukai moved to a 25 acre site next to Skyrail Rainforest Cableway at Caravonica and expanded to
include interactive cultural demonstrations and performances, a cultural village, restaurant and retail
gallery. Tjapukai performers were in demand at world events as an authentic example of Australia’s
Indigenous culture. These included the Welcome Ceremony for the Sydney Olympic Torch and the bid for
the Gold Coast to host the Commonwealth Games in 2018. In 2002 Queen Elizabeth and Prince Phillip’s
Australian visit included Tjapukai.
Tjapukai is the largest Indigenous employer of any tourism enterprise in Australia with more than twothirds of the team Indigenous. Tjapukai works in consultation with Traditional Owners and has injected in
excess of $35 million into the local Indigenous community through wages, royalties, and the commissioning
and purchasing of authentic art and artifacts.
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MAP NAME
____
MAP DATE
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TIMOTHY BOTTOMS

MAP NAME
The Boundaries of the DJABUGAY
– YIDINY Speaking BAMA of the
Cairns Rainforest Region.
MAP PUBLISH DATE
1992 book published The Bama
People of the Rainforest by
Timothy Bottoms
MAP MAKER
Drawn by E.Rowe Cartographic
Centre, Geography Dept., James
Cook University
Based on original map drawn by
Tim Bottoms. Copyright©
T.Bottoms 1989
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2008
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RHONDA DUFFIN & ROSETTA BRIM

MAP NAME
DESCRIPTION OF DJABUGAY AREA
MAP PUBLISH DATE
Duffin, Rhonda; Brim, Rosetta
(1993). Ngapi Garrang Bulurru-m:
All Things Come from Bulurru.

MAP MAKER
_____
MAP NOTATIONS
The Djabugay language was spoken
over a wide area from Gimuy (Cairns)
to Port Douglas and west towards
Mareeba. In the south it extended
almost to Atherton. On the map you
can see the names of the different
groups of Bama (Aboriginal people),
each speaking their own dialect of
Djabugay language.
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MICHAEL QUINN
Acknowledgments
Without WURRMBUL (Pelican) this book could not have been
written. Wurrmbul, Gilbert or Gilpin Banning, believed that the
language of his ancestors should be preserved and was
concerned that his people no longer followed “one track”, no
spoke the language of his country Djabugay. To this end he
worked with linguists Helena Cassells and Elizabeth Patz who
were following up on Ken Hale’s study of the Djabugay language
in the early 1960’s.

NGANYDJIN BULMBA
Our Country
Michael Quinn 1992

The first part of Nganydjin Bulmba comprises readings taken from the recordings made by Cassells and Patz in the
1970’s and explores such themes as artefact manufacture, cooking, the quest for food as well as providing insight into
the nature of Bulurru “The Good God”. My thanks are due to these linguists and to Wurrmbul’s nephew Wanyarra, Roy
Banning who checked over the selected texts for inaccuracies.
The seconds part of this book, entitled Nganydjin Ma: Nganydjin Djulbin “Our food our trees” has arisen out of my
studies with elders Warren Brim and Dan Coleman who accompanied me in the rainforest to show me the medicines,
foodstuffs and timbers on which the Djabuganydji way of life depended. They too are concerned that the Djabuganydji
descendants have access to the information that was vital to their ancestors. For reasons of accessibility we have
presented this information in English but featured key Djabugay words relating to nomenclature of the species and
habitat.
My thanks are also due to Box Dixon whose book Word of Our Country has been of constant help in researching the
utilisation of the rainforest by the Bama.
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MICHAEL QUINN

BAMA NGANYDJIN
Our People
Michael Quinn, Meriel Averis, 1995

The Djabuganydji and their neighbours Djabugay, Nygali, Bulway,
Gulay and Yirrgay are dialects of one language. The bama (people)
speaking these dialects had their own territories and referred to
themselves respectively as the Djabuganydji, the Nyagalindji, the
Bulwanydji, the Gulunydji and the Yirrganydji.
“Nowadays the name Dya:bugay (which is said to have been
originally the name of the dialect spoken on the coast towards Port
Douglas) appears to be used by the speaker to refer to the whole
language, and Dya:buganydji to name the whole speech community.”
(R.M.W.Dixon,1977)
Dixon found that Djabugay is closely related to Yidiny and that other
languages spoken to the north, the west and the south of the
Djabugay-Yidiny language sub-family were not at all similar
grammatically or lexically. He was told that Gunggay spoken by the
Gungganddji of Cape Grafton was mutually intelligible with Yidiny.
Not surprisingly more interaction went on between speakers of
Djabugay, Yidiny and Gunggay than with neighbouring peoples whose
languages were quite different, such as the Gugu Yalanydji to the
north and the Muluridji to the west, and speakers of dialects of
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Djirbal to the south of Yidinydji territory.

MICHAEL QUINN

Acknowledgements
Without the help of Wanyarra, Roy Banning and other Djabugay speakers, such
as elders Maggie Donahue, Enid Gray, Jimmy Boyle, Florence Williams, Ivy Bacon
and Dan Coleman, my research into the Duabugay language would have come to
nothing.

Ngirrma Djabugay: A Djabugay
Dictionary 2012
Michael Quinn, Cassy Nancarrow
Buda:Dji Aboriginal Development
Association Aboriginal Corporation,
2012 - 155 pages

Furthermore this dictionary owes its existence to the support of linguists Helena
Cassells, Elizabeth Patz, Bob Dixon and Ken Hale.
I wish to thank Cassy Nancarrow for her role in streamlining my word-list and
helping to eradicate ambiguities in the text.
My understanding of the complexities of Djabugay grammar derives especially
from the work of Elizabeth Patz. For a more comprehensive account of the
language I recommend Patz’s study of Djabugay in The Handbook of Australian
Languages Volume 4, edited by R.M.W Dixon and Barry J. Black, Oxford
University Press, Australia 1991. any mistakes in rendering her findings are
undoubtedly my own.
Bob Dixon has done and enormous amount of research on the neighbouring
language Yidiny whose speakers shared many cultural beliefs and traditions with
the Djabugay speaking people. This present dictionary owes much to his long
and painstaking labours, which throw light on the way of life of the Aboriginal
peoples of this part of Queensland.
Last, but not least, I am grateful to Wurrmbul, Gilpin Banning, who provided the
foundations for saving the language of his people.
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Ngirrma Djabugay: A Djabugay
Dictionary 2012
Michael Quinn, Cassy Nancarrow
Buda:Dji Aboriginal Development
Association Aboriginal Corporation,
2012 - 155 pages

Speakers of the Djabugay language include not only the Djabuganydji people by the
Nyagalindji, Gulunydji, Bulwanydji and Yirrganydji. All these peoples spoke one
ngirrma, one language.

Bulway, Nyagali, Guluy, Yirrgay are all dialects of Djabugay and so their speakers could
understand each other. Today, however, knowledge of these dialects has been lost.
“The groups speaking these dialects inhabited a triangle from just south of Cairns to
just north of Atherton, then northward along the Barron River and on to Mount
Molloy, then meeting the coast again between Port Dougals and Mossman… The
Djabugay-speaking group the Djabuganydji, apparently occupied the largest territory,
including a long stretch along the Barron River.” (Elizabeth Patz, 1991)

The map shows the extent of the area of which Djabugay and its dialects were
spoken. The groups speaking these dialects inhabited lands bot on the coast and
coastal range and on the tableland. The map is from Patz 1991 and is based on work
by Ursula McConnel (1939) and communication with Gilpin Banning.
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MICHAEL QUINN

The Djabugay language and its relation to other Australian
Aboriginal languages

Ngirrma Djabugay: A Djabugay
Dictionary 2012

Djabugay is in many ways typical of Australian languages. In particular,
linguistic research has shown Djabugay to be closely related to Yidiny, its
southern neighbour, with whom it has common some 53% of its vocabulary as
well as having great similarities in pronoun roots, nouns and verb derivational
and inflectional suffixes and in some enclitics (Bob Dixon 1977).

Michael Quinn, Cassy Nancarrow
Buda:Dji Aboriginal Development
Association Aboriginal Corporation,
2012 - 155 pages

Given that Djabugay and Yidiny share certain dreamtime myths it is clear that
both languages and cultures have a close genetic relationship. It is also
understood that there was degrees of bilingualism amongst speakers of these
languages prior to colonisation (Patz 1991).
Traditionally, the Djabuganydji and Yidinydji shared a similar environment and
way of life. They had similar beliefs and cultural traditions and linguistically
shared certain elements of their lexicon and grammar. Entries taken from Bob
Dixon’s Words of Our Country have been marked with an asterisk. Such words
were either possibly held in common or mutually known as the result of intermarriage and other forms of cultural exchange.
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MAP DATE
1996
MAP MAKER
David R Horton
MAP NOTATIONS
This map attempts to represent the
language, social or nation groups of
Indigenous Australia. It shows only the
general locations of larger groups of
people which may include clans,
dialects or individual languages in a
group. It used published resources
from 1988-1994 and is not intended to
be exact, nor the boundaries fixed.
It is not suitable for native title or other
land claims.
David R Horton (creator), © AIATSIS,
1996. No reproduction without
permission.
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Tindale ‘Parallel Vocabularies’
Speakers 1938-9

George Martin
1958

Wanyarra Roy Banning
Wurrmbul Gilpin Banning
Wurrmbul Balawai – Gilpin Banning
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AA 346/9/13/1/1-10
Harvard-Adelaide Expedition: 'Pygmoid Natives of the Atherton Plateau, Queensland' 1938.

ATTACHMENT A
TINDALE ARCHIVE VIDEO

BAR Expedition Symbol: N
THIS FILM CONTAINS SECTIONS THAT ARE RESTRICTED.
This is the first of twelve film titles documenting the Board for Anthropological Research (BAR) Harvard-Adelaide Universities expedition, during 13 May 1938 - 30 June
1939.
This expedition travelled through South Australia, Queensland, New South Wales, Tasmania, Victoria and Western Australia. For a listing of the locations visited by the
expedition party see: JB Birdsell's 'Australian Daily Field Journal 1938-1939' (AA 689/1/1) and NB Tindale's Journal 'Harvard and Adelaide Universities Anthropological
Expedition, Australia, 1938-1939' (AA 338/1/15/1-2).
'Pygmoid Natives of the Atherton Plateau, Queensland' 1938 is a final film production documenting the BAR expedition's visit to Queensland during August to December
1938.
The cinematographer was NB Tindale (AA 338) with possible involvement from both DM Tindale and BG Birdsell who stating that they were 'looking forward to interesting
experiments with a small movie camera,' 'Women Look Forward to Year's Camping Trip.' Advertiser 5 May 1938, clipping in NB Tindal Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), p.xi.
The Harvard Adelaide films were made for the South Australian Museum's (SAM) Children's Museum, however due to the onset of the Second World War and the
prohibitive costs of bringing film to a final production stage, these films except the present item, remained unfinished. During 1974 NB Tindale wrote a report on the
unfinished BAR films. See: (AA 346/9/27/8).

The South Australian Museum Archive Master Preservation Tape (AA 346/9/13/1/5) consists of Reels 1-2 (AA 346/9/13/1/1-2), duration 22 minutes 49 seconds, with
intertitles. This expedition film was previously held in the NB Tindale collection and was transferred into the BAR collection in December 2005.
Additional footage not included in the final film production was found spliced to the end of Mann Range, 1933, Reel 3, See: Access copy (AA 346/9/13/1/11-12), Time
Codes 11:26-11:53, duration 34 seconds.
This film has been titled, additional titles not included in the final film production are found in (AA 346/9/13/8) Time Codes 05:39-06:05.
In this summary all intertitles are italicised and within quotation marks. All spelling within intertitles have been left as originally spelt. Language and terms which reflect the
author's attitude or that of the period in which the item was produced may be considered inappropriate today.
The method adopted by BAR expeditions to undertake research and record the results involved assigning a unique number to each individual (here called 'individual
subject number'). This number was given the expedition symbol as a prefix, and remained consistent throughout the research. This expedition was assigned the symbol 'N'.
All individuals recorded during the expedition were assigned an individual subject number, for example [N419]. Where possible the 'individual subject number' of those
who appear in film have been noted.
The time coded summary is in minutes and seconds. Following the summary of this film is a list of references

Formats Held: 16mm, SP Betacam, Digital Betacam, Access DVDs
Summary (Time Coded): Taken from Access DVD 3 (AA 346/9/13/1/9)
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00:00 Harvard-Adelaide Expedition Film: 'Pygmoid Natives of The Atherton Pleateau, Queensland.'1938.
ATTACHMENT A
00:00 'Cultural Sensitivity Warning.'
TINDALE
ARCHIVE VIDEO
00:00 'The Museum Board of South Australia © 1938.'
01:30 'Pygmoid Natives of The Atherton Plateau, Queensland. I' Film title overlaid on a photograph of a group of Australian
Aboriginal people from Millaa Millaa, Queensland, c.1890. Photographed by Alfred Atkinson.
01:36 'Photography and Arrangement by Norman B Tindale Ethnologist SA Museum.'
01:41 'Hinchinbrook Island - southern limit of Queensland's largest rain jungle.'
01:46 An Australian Aboriginal man wades through a river carrying an tomahawk and other items above his head. He then returns to the far bank of the river. Palm Island,
Queensland. See: NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), pp.611-613, and related footage (AA 346/9/13/1/11) Time Codes 11:26-11:53.
02:00 Hinchinbrook Island channel viewed from the mountains that overlook Cardwell, Queensland.
02:11 Sign for 'Russell River.'
02:15 The Russell River with Mt Bartle Frere in the background, Queensland.
02:23 Sign for 'Barron Falls' with the falls in the background.
02:29 Barron Falls near Cairns, Queensland.
02:40 'Atherton Tableland - formally home of many pygmoid tribes.'
02:45 Rain forest near Mona Mona, Queensland.
02:53 ' Many pygmoid natives now congregate about Mona Mona'
02:55 Map of Queensland showing the Cairns Hinterland, a hand points out Mona Mona, Queensland.
03:02 People gather at the communal tap, Mona Mona Mission, Queensland.
03:13 Children playing. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland.
03:46 A group of women carry large planks of timber. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland.
03:58 'Anthropologist JB Birdsell talks to a Bararam man.'
04:02 'NB Birdsell speaks to Starlight Street [N444] of the Tjapukai people. Mona Mona Queensland. See: NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), p.325.
04:20 Cecil Brim [N479] of the Tjapukai and Buluwai peoples walks towards the camera. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland. See NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), p.329.
04:33 Toby Brim [N428] of the Tjapukai people. See: NB Tindale film summary (AA 346/9/27/6) p.3.
04:39 BG Birdsell speaking with and Maggie Davis [N435]. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland.
05:03 Cyril Hobson [N433] of the Tjapukai people. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland. See NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), p.325.
05:19 Gwen (Gwene) Molloy [N581] of the Buluwai and Muluritji peoples. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland. See: Photographs (AA 338/5/15/46-47) and NB Tindale Journal (AA
338/1/15/1-2), p.369.
05:35 Young daughter of 'Ollie Carroll.' See: NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), p.353, and NB Tindale photograph (AA 338/5/15/36-37, 44)
05:45 An Australian Aboriginal woman holding her young child. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland.
05:51 A group of children. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland.
06:06 An Australian Aboriginal man poses for the camera, laughing.
06:25 JB Birdsell speaks with a Nora Mont [N464] of the Tjapukai people. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland. See: Photographs (AA 338/5/15/24) and NB Tindale Journal (AA
338/1/15/1-2), pp. 326-327.
06:38 Mary Ann Lawrence [N475] of the Tjapukai people. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland. See: Photographs (AA 338/5/15/28) and NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2),
p.328.
07:01 Night shot of Bob Rose [N488] of the idindji people speaking his traditional language. See: NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), p.339, and NB Tindale's film summary (AA
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346/9/27/6) p.4, Reel 10.

07:30 'Newly-born pygmoid infant with pink skin'
ATTACHMENT A
07:35 A nurse and an Australian Aboriginal woman with her newborn baby. Close up of several newborn babies. Yarrabah, Queensland.
TINDALE
ARCHIVE VIDEO
08:36 'Giant figtrees mark age-old camping places of aborigines.'
08:41 DM Tindale and BG Birdsell examine figtrees.
09:16 DM Tindale, BG Birdsell and JB Birdsell crossing log bridges in the rainforest, Lake Barrine, Queensland.
09:40 'Volcanic crater lakes in the jungle.'
09:44 Wild ducks fly over a large lake in the rainforest. Lake Barrie, Queensland. See: NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), p.417.
10:00 Great expanses of rainforest vegetation on the edge of Lake Barrie, Queensland.
11:00 'Cassowaries and tree kangaroos live in the jungle.'
11:05 A cassowarie chick. Oombundgie, Queensland.
11:22 'A dozen small tribes roam these jungles.'
11:26 An Australian Aboriginal man on the far bank of a river, standing on a raft. The man poles the raft across the river towards the camera, smoking a pipe. The man picks up a
tomahawk and other items from the raft. Palm Island, Queensland. See: NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), pp.611-613, and related footage (AA 346/9/13/1/11) Time Codes
11:26-11:53.
11:54 Photographic still of a group of Australian Aboriginal people from Millaa Millaa, Queensland. Photograph by Alfred Atkinson c.1890. See: NB Tindale photograph (AA
338/5/15/87).
12:02 'Tree-climbing, a daily necessity for jungle dwellers.'
12:06 Tall trees at the edge of the forest. Lake Barrie, Queensland.
12:19 An idindji man prepares a cane loop by tying knotted hand grips. Lake Barrie, Queensland.
12:26 An idindji man demonstrates how to climb a tree using a cane loop. Lake Barrie, Queensland. See: Photos (AA 338/5/15/57) and NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2),
p.419-421.
13:17 'Pygmoid Natives of the Atherton Plateau, Queensland, II' Film title overlaid on a photograph of 'Idindji tribes people near Babinda, Cairns District, 1893.' Taken by Alfred
Atkinson. See: NB Tindale photograph (AA 338/5/15/85).
13:23 A Tjapukai man demonstrating spear holding method. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland. See: NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), p.543.
13:36 Close up of spear holding method.
13:42 'Tjapukai man making wax-hafted quartz knives.'
13:47 George Kuranda [N429] of the Tjapukai people demonstrating pressure flaking. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland. See: NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), pp.340-341.
14:47 Placing bees-wax on the stone flake.
15:01 Two women carry firewood through grassland. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland.
15:18 'Staple diet of bush yams pounded and milled.'
15:23 Mrs Carroll of the Tjapukai people grinding yams for food. In the background are various baskets used by the local people. A rolling motion is used on the grindstone to
prepare the yams, which are first hammered, pounded and then rolled. The stone mills are in the SAM collection. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland. See: NB Tindale Journal (AA
338/1/15/1-2), pp.351-353, 359.
16:03 'Nets, spears and poisons are used in fishing.'
16:00 Women and children walk with fishing nets.
16:17 Restricted Content Starts.
17:27 Restricted Content Ends.
17:27 'Basket-making methods follow those of extinct Tasmanians.'
17:31 Mrs Carroll of the Tjapukai people weaving baskets. The grass is split and flattened, then the initial arrangement and first movements of the weaving process are
demonstrated. Mona Mona, Queensland, 1938. See: Photographs (AA 338/5/15/42-44) and NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), p.353.
18:52 An Australian Aboriginal man uses his teeth to strip the cane into lengths. The final stages of lashing the handle onto the basket. Mrs Carroll places the basket on her head to
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show the manner of carrying. A young child sits by her side.

ATTACHMENT A
19:51 'Flat tree-buttresses yield large Idindji fighting shields.'
TINDALE ARCHIVE VIDEO
19:55 An idindji man uses a tomahawk to outline the shape of the shield in a fig tree. Oombundgie,
Queensland. See: NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), p.471.
20:08 Fred Mandraby [N611] of the idindji people making a shield. Yarrabah, Queensland. NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), p.462.
The shield is SAM Registry No. A27377.
20:46 Shield being smoked over a fire. Yarrabah, Queensland. NB Tindale Photographs (AA 338/5/15/62).
20:58 Scraping the shield smooth with a rasp stone. Yarrabah, Queensland. See: NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), p.461.
21:19 Using coals to burn through the handle of the shield. Yarrabah, Queensland.
21:33 Preparation of turtle designs for the shield. Yarrabah, Queensland.
21:40 Fred Mandraby [N611] and Charles Hyde [N704] of the idindji people decorating shields. Yarrabah, Queensland. See NB Tindale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), pp.461, 541, NB
Tindale photograph (AA 338/5/15/67). Additional footage is found in Harvard Adelaide: Film Offcuts (AA 346/9/13/12/6), Time Codes 01:57-02:04.
21:53 'Placing turtle and fish designs on these shields.'
21:58 Fred Mandraby [N611] of the idindji people painting turtle and fish designs on a shield.
22:32 Charles Hyde [N704] of the idindji people painting himself.
22:44 Fred Mandraby [N611] and Charles Hyde [N704] of the idindji people with their painted shields and a broadsword. Oombundgie, Queensland.
22:49 'A wooden broadsword is the principle fighting weapon'
23:54 Fred Mandraby [N611] and Charles Hyde [N704] of the idindji people with their painted shields, close up of the designs.
23:16 Restricted Content Starts.
24:17 Restricted Content Ends.
24:17 Sill photograph 'Idindji tribes people near Babinda, Cairns District, 1893.' Taken by Arthur Atkinson. No Intertitle.
24:19 End of footage
Tindale Tribes: Tjapukai; Idindji; Muluritji.
1.HARVARD-ADELAIDE: 'PYGMOID NATIVES OF THE ATHERTON PLEATEAU, QUEENSLAND' 1938. MASTER NEGATIVE, REEL 1
Characteristics: 16mm, B&W, silent, 400 ft.
Notes: This item was previously held in NB Tindale collection (AA 338) Acc. No. 1044 [Negative 3A]
2.HARVARD-ADELAIDE: 'PYGMOID NATIVES OF THE ATHERTON PLEATEAU, QUEENSLAND' 1938. MASTER NEGATIVE, REEL 2
Characteristics: 16mm, B&W, silent, 400 ft.
Notes: This item was previously held in NB Tindale collection (AA 338) Acc. No. 1043. [Negative 3B]
3.HARVARD-ADELAIDE: 'PYGMOID NATIVES OF THE ATHERTON PLEATEAU, QUEENSLAND' 1938. DUPLICATE POSITIVE, REEL 1
Characteristics: 16mm, B&W, silent, 400 ft.
Notes: This item was previously held in NB Tindale collection (AA 338) Acc. No. 1044 [Positive 3A]
4.HARVARD-ADELAIDE: 'PYGMOID NATIVES OF THE ATHERTON PLEATEAU, QUEENSLAND' 1938. DUPLICATE POSITIVE, REEL 2
Characteristics 16mm, B&W, silent, 400 ft.
Notes: This item was previously held in NB Tindale collection (AA 338) Acc. No. 1043. [Positive 3A]
5.HARVARD-ADELAIDE: 'PYGMOID NATIVES OF THE ATHERTON PLEATEAU, QUEENSLAND' 1938. MASTER PRESERVATION COPY
Format: SP Betacam
Duration: 22 min 49 sec
Transfer Date: 1/07/2006
Generation: Copy of AA 346/9/13/1/1-2
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6. HARVARD-ADELAIDE: 'PYGMOID NATIVES OF THE ATHERTON PLEATEAU, QUEENSLAND' 1938. DUBBING / LOAN COPY
Format: Digital Betacam
Duration: 22 min 49 sec
Transfer Date: 1/07/2006
Generation: Copy of AA 346/9/13/1/5
7. HARVARD-ADELAIDE: 'PYGMOID NATIVES OF THE ATHERTON PLEATEAU, QUEENSLAND' 1938. PRESERVATION DVD 1 [TIME CODED]
Format: DVD
Duration: 22 min 49 sec
Transfer Date: 1/07/2006
Generation: Copy of AA 346/9/13/1/6
8. HARVARD-ADELAIDE: 'PYGMOID NATIVES OF THE ATHERTON PLEATEAU, QUEENSLAND' 1938. PRESERVATION DVD 2
Format: DVD
Duration: 22 min 49 sec
Transfer Date: 1/07/2006
Generation: Copy of AA 346/9/13/1/6
9. ARVARD-ADELAIDE: 'PYGMOID NATIVES OF THE ATHERTON PLEATEAU, QUEENSLAND' 1938. ACCESS DVD 3 [TIME CODED]
Format: DVD
Duration: 22 min 49 sec
Transfer Date: 1/07/2006
Generation: Copy of AA 346/9/13/1/7
10. HARVARD-ADELAIDE: 'PYGMOID NATIVES OF THE ATHERTON PLEATEAU, QUEENSLAND' 1938. ACCESS DVD 4
Format: DVD
Duration: 22 min 49 sec
Transfer Date: 1/07/2006
Generation: Copy of AA 346/9/13/1/8
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Series AA346/09

* Joseph Birdsell - The recalibration of a paradigm for the first peopling of Greater Australia
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In addition, there are over one hundred local languages spread over the
archipelago. Vanuatu is the country with the highest density of
languages per capita in the world: it currently shows an average of
about 1760 speakers for each indigenous language, and went through a
historical low of 565;[1] only Papua New Guinea comes close. Some of
these languages are very endangered, with only a handful of speakers,
and indeed several have become extinct in recent times. Generally
however, despite the low numbers for most of the indigenous
languages, they are not considered especially vulnerable for
extinction.[2]
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The languages of Papua New
Guinea today number over 850. These
languages are spoken by the inhabited
tribal groups of Papua New
Guinea[1] making it the most
linguistically diverse place on earth.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lan
guages_of_Papua_New_Guinea
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http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-10-26/dna-of-extinct-humanspecies-pacific-islanders-analysis-suggests/7968950

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/dnatests-suggest-aboriginal-australians-have-oldestsociety-planet-180960569/

http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/news/
2011/09/dna-confirms-aboriginal-culture-oneof-earths-oldest/

http://www.nature.com/news/2011/1109
22/full/news.2011.551.html
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Conspiracy of Silence – Queensland’s frontier killing times
By Timothy Bottoms
“This is an important, well researched book: challenging, compelling and
controversial. It is a must read for anyone interested in Australian history.”
Henry Reynolds
The Queensland frontier was more violent than any other Australian colony. From the
first penal settlement at Moreton Bay in 1824, as white pastoralists moved into new parts
of the country, violence invariably followed. Many tens of thousands of Aboriginals were
killed on the Queensland frontier. Europeans were killed too, but in much smaller
numbers.
The cover-up began from the start: the authorities in Sydney and Brisbane didn't want to
know, the Native Police did their deadly work without hindrance, and the pastoralists had
every reason to keep it to themselves. Even today, what we know about the killing times
is swept aside again and again in favour of the pioneer myth.
Conspiracy of Silence is the first systematic account of the frontier violence in Queensland.
Following the tracks of the pastoralists as they moved into new lands across the state in
the nineteenth century, Timothy Bottoms identifies massacres, poisonings and other
incidents, including many that no-one has document in print before. He explores the
colonial mindset and explains how the brutal dispossession of Aboriginal landowners
continued over decades.
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NIKKI HENNINGHAM
University of Melbourne © 2014, Nikki Henningham
As a postgraduate student in the 1990s I researched white women’s experiences of the North Queensland colonial frontier.
Personal accounts of travel in the region written by women were few, but there is one passage of a diary kept by twenty-twoyear-old Caroline Creaghe that I can still remember by heart. Creaghe, who travelled in northwest Queensland with her husband
as part of a bigger expedition party in 1883, was staying at Lilydale station near Lawn Hill, enjoying some home comforts and
conversations with the women who lived there. Her description of their reports of the interior design at a station roughly sixty
kilometres distant is permanently imprinted on my memory: ‘Mr Watson has forty pairs of blacks’ ears nailed round the walls
collected during raiding parties after the loss of many cattle speared by the blacks’. I read many accounts of frontier violence
through the course of my research, but this sentence remains, for me, the most powerful symbol of the cruelty and complicity of
white settlers who occupied Queensland in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Even if there was some tut-tutting
associated with the telling of the tale, the implicit message was that sometimes in difficult circumstances, difficult things happen.
All white men and women knew this, but they rarely spoke of it.
When I opened my copy of Timothy Bottoms’ Conspiracy of Silence: Queensland’s Frontier Killing Times, I went straight to the
(detailed) index to find Creaghe’s name, and discovered that my memory hadn’t failed me (161). There was the reference to Mr
Watson; one of the many examples of the settler brutality in Queensland that Bottoms has gathered together to provide ‘a
roadmap back into what seems, from a modern perspective, to be a barely conceivable past’ (xix). Building on the work of
Raymond Evans (who provides a foreword), Henry Reynolds and Noel Loos, Bottoms combines detailed archival research with the
oral lore of traditional landowners to remind us that, even after a generation of revisionist colonial history, there are still many
crimes that were committed during these killing times that remain unacknowledged or, perhaps even worse, disputed and
denied. ‘No Australian today is responsible for what happened on our colonial frontier’, he says. ‘But we are responsible for not
acknowledging what happened. If we do not, our integrity as a nation is flawed and we are shamed as a people for perpetuating
a lie’ (207). In a meticulously researched and referenced book, Bottoms makes sure that anyone who reads it is left in no doubt as
to what happened in Australia barely 120 years ago.
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In one respect Conspiracy of Silence is a recap of old evidence reproduced for a new decade. Stories of the massacres at Hornet
Bank, Long Lagoon, and Blackfellow Creek on the Hodgkinson Goldfields, of mass drownings, burnings and poisonings at
numerous places, are chillingly familiar to anyone who has worked, literally and figuratively, in the area. But even those familiar
with the documentary evidence of the systematic violence that accompanied white settlement in Queensland will find something
new in Bottoms’ approach. Bottoms received help from traditional landowners around the state and skilfully incorporates their
knowledge of the past into the known documentary narrative. Mrs Alma Wason, an Okunjen elder of Kowanyama on the Gulf of
Carpentaria, notes that today, ‘there are big gaps in the genealogies of the clans of the top end groups … as well as neighbouring
clans … whose territory it was the Jardines trespassed upon’ (104). The Jardine brothers were well known for ‘shooting their way
through’ on their way to Cape York, with Frank Jardine marking his sharp-shooting with notches on his rifle stock. Even without
the visible evidence of the notches, the Okunjen have their own stories that tell the truth of how the Jardines ‘civilised the north’.
Our understanding is enhanced through their inclusion.

Particularly impressive is the way Bottoms has mapped what he has collected, making visual the extent of the violence he has
uncovered and described. In a collection of illustrations, ‘Some Massacres on the Queensland Frontier’, he offers a
comprehensive set of ‘massacre maps’, aimed to confront the reader in the event that mere text won’t work. If anecdotes out on
the edge of the frontier are easy to ignore, the total picture Bottoms provides through this graphic visualisation is an entirely
different matter.
Bottoms does not hold an academic post and he received no significant funding to complete this book. It was a labour of life, an
important landmark in a journey of personal enlightenment through experience and study, which amply demonstrates the quality
of the work being done in this country by professional historians on a mission. For the sake of honesty and reconciliation,
observes Bottoms, ‘the awful truth’ has to be acknowledged, not only because history demands it but because there are
ramifications of relevance for contemporary Australia. ‘Greed and frustration in the effort to make profits is part of the reason for
the callous disregard for the humanity of indigenous Queenslanders’, he says. ‘It is still a component motivator today, but without
the killing and the violence’ (xxv). Conspiracy of Silence reminds us that local events that took place a century ago have the power
to resonate nationally well into the twenty-first century.
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By Mary Beadnell 2 December 2008

The Secret War: A True History of Queensland's Native Police by Jonathan Richards is a valuable exposure of the
systematic military-style violence employed against Aboriginal people in the Australian state of Queensland
during the second half of the nineteenth century.
The Native Police force, which consisted of indigenous men, recruited and led by former British military officers,
was used to crush indigenous resistance to the forcible acquisition of communal lands. The unit operated from
1859, when the self-governing colony of Queensland was proclaimed, until the onset of World War I in 1914.
Richards, a research fellow with the Centre for Public Culture and Ideas at Queensland's Griffith University, spent
10 years working on The Secret War. He has drawn together information from a variety of sources—including
police and public service records, personal letters, newspaper reports and letters to editors. His book, produced
with the help of a dedicated team of archivists, librarians and other researchers, meticulously details the
systematic terror used by the colonial authorities.
Capitalist development was in full swing when Queensland was proclaimed a colony. Land was being acquired at
a rapid rate, sugar cane was being farmed across wide areas of the coastal region to the north of the major
centre, Brisbane, and there were gold rushes in the north.
As The Secret War notes, the central object of capitalist colonisation was "the acquisition of land, minerals,
timber and other resources". The Queensland Native Police force was therefore instituted as part of a wider
assault on Aboriginal people, a war of dispossession that began soon after British settlement of Australia, first in
New South Wales in 1788 and then in Tasmania and Victoria.
The original Queensland unit was initiated under the control of the colony of New South Wales between 1848 and 1859, with Aboriginal troopers
recruited from the Murray and Murrumbidgee districts in the south. Like its Victorian equivalent, the ostensible purpose of the Native Police force was
the protection of frontier farmers or "squatters"; its principal role, however, was the suppression of all Aboriginal resistance.
The practice of recruiting Aborigines from areas distant to those being patrolled was in keeping with Britain's divide-and-rule policies. Aborigines,
moreover, were considered well suited to the job because, unlike the European settlers, they were able to operate in the most difficult of conditions,
including the tropical swamps and impenetrable scrub of remote Queensland.
Another important consideration was that Aboriginal police could be paid a pittance. Recruitment, in fact, was based on the offer of a gun, a uniform, a
horse and a small amount of money, and, where this didn't appeal, at gunpoint. Not surprisingly, mass desertions were common, with many Native
Police troopers tracked down after they had fled, and forced to return to their posts.
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The Secret War provides numerous examples of the savagery perpetrated against Queensland Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders.
For this reason, it is a gruelling and at times distressing book to read. On page 32, Richard writes:
"In 1890, the naked body of an Aboriginal girl aged 12 to 14 years was found at Albert River near Burketown. She had been ‘tied to a
bar of iron with a wire rope at ankles, knees, waist, neck and wrists, two iron bullock-bows were through the arms'. According to one
source, former Sub-Inspector William Armit ‘used crucified captives for target practice...

"In a second case, an inquest was held into the death of an Aboriginal woman named Kassey, killed at the Herbert River in 1872. Her
partner, Alick, a runaway trooper, unsuccessfully appealed to a local settler for help in surrendering to Sheridan, the police magistrate
at Cardwell. Sheridan later conducted an inquiry into her death. The coronial investigation showed that Kassey was shot dead by
troopers under the command of Acting Sub-Inspector Charles Shairp. Her body was then burnt. Inspector Thomas Coward, who testified at the inquest
that two troopers helped look for the remains, said one commented to him, ‘some fellow been roast him poor fellow.' Burning the evidence was the
hallmark of the secret war...
"In October 1885, a detachment commanded by Sub-Inspector William Nicholas and Cadet Roland Garraway killed at least six Aboriginal people at
Irvinebank, inland from Cairns. A European witness saw ‘the blacks scatter in all directions' after the troopers arrived. One ‘blackfellow', handcuffed to
a fence, ‘was screaming out loud' before the troopers ‘led him away fastened between two horses'. He and the others were never seen alive again, but
their half-burned bodies were seen by many Europeans. According to the Brisbane Courier of 14 November 1884, ‘over fifty persons had seen the
bodies at a camp near the town. Several residents said the Native Police had burnt the bodies."
Many of those "dispersed"—the polite term used in the late nineteenth century to describe the murder of Aboriginal people—were killed while fleeing
Native Police troopers. Some of the archival documentation falsely justifies the police violence as "retaliation" for alleged atrocities against local
settlers by Aboriginal people.
Historical cover-up
The Secret War helps correct what has been regarded, at best, as an "omission" of frontier violence from Australia's early official histories and
government records; an absence designed to cover up the real record, while denying Aboriginal occupancy and communal ownership of the land. It
also notes a tendency in previous archival material, particularly from journalists, novelists and popular historians, to roma nticise "the gallantry" of the
officers of the Native Police force.
Importantly, Richards establishes the global context in which the military-style force was established and its methodology. "The Native Police," the
book points out, "were certainly not a police force in the ordinary sense of the word; today, they would be called Special Forces."
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In a chapter entitled "The Native Police and other colonial forces", Richards assesses colonial policing practices in other parts of
Australia and the world—in India, Sri Lanka, the Caribbean, throughout the Cape Colony of South Africa, North America and during
the Japanese expansion into Taiwan and other Pacific territories, beginning in the 1890s. The book also touches on the military
connections in Australian colonial society—the old boy networks, where sons of British military families who had fought in other
parts of the British Empire could gain prestigious appointments and make fortunes from land speculation.
Native Police camps, like other squads deployed in colonial war settings, followed the ever-extending settlement frontier as it moved
north and west across Queensland. Young Aboriginal men were specifically targeted by police because they would fight back, as
were the old, who were the defenders of language and culture. The women, called "gins", and children were either left orphaned or
seized as the spoils of war with sexual abuse a regular occurrence.
The book's final chapter considers the question of genocide and carefully assesses this issue within the context of the colonisation of Queensland.
Richards explains that in an atmosphere of vengeance, fear, and racial arrogance, many settlers advocated the complete extermination of the
Aboriginal people and the actions of the Native Police led to genocidal outcomes with families and tribes massacred in cold b lood.
But the colonial parliament and judiciary never advocated the extermination of the Aboriginal people, and killing indigenous people was officially
unlawful. The book, moreover, quotes from numerous sources, including letters to newspaper editors from local settlers, public servants, church
leaders and others deeply concerned about the violence being directed against Queensland's indigenous population.
Despite this, and the regular discovery of the charred remains of murdered Aborigines, the police, courts and the government turned a blind eye. No
police officers were found guilty of any of the crimes perpetrated against Aboriginal people. Officers accused of the most blatant acts were quietly
dismissed or others conveniently absconded after being charged. The undeclared war, in fact, remained "a secret", with legislation preventing
witnesses from accompanying the police on their patrols.
In dispassionately exposing many of the crimes committed against Queensland's indigenous people by the Native Police, The Secret War provides a
partial but nonetheless important answer to the so-called History Warriors—a group of revisionist and right-wing academics led by Keith Windschuttle,
author of The Fabrication of Aboriginal History—who have attempted to deny this history and blame Aboriginal people themselves for their
dispossession. (See "What is at Stake in Australia's ‘History Wars'").
As Richards explains in the book's prologue: "We will never know exactly how many dispersals took place in Queensland, or the number of Indigenous
people who died during them. We can, however, gain a deeper understanding of what happened when we learn a little about the Native Police, the
infamous force created to kill Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in Queensland. The force operated as part of a wi despread campaign of
frontier racial violence in colonial Australia in general, and in Queensland in particular. In this sense, the Native Police lie close to the heart of European
Australia's dark nation-making origins."
The Secret War is another contribution towards unveiling some of the dirty secrets that Australia's ruling elite would prefer to remain hidden—a history
whose consequences are still being endured by the country's indigenous population today.
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Trinity phoenix : a history of Cairns and district.
Jones, Dorothy
Published by Cairns and District Centenary Committee, Cairns (1976)
ISBN 10: 0959749101 ISBN 13: 9780959749106

Illustrated with black
and white photographs,
folding map at rear. 22
cm. 515 pages.
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•

Access Tindale Archive: AA 346/9/13/1/1-10 Harvard-Adelaide Expedition: 'Pygmoid Natives of the Atherton Plateau, Queensland' 1938.
•
•
•

•

04:20 Cecil Brim [N479] of the Tjapukai and Buluwai peoples walks towards the camera. Mona Mona Mission, Queensland. See NB T indale Journal (AA 338/1/15/1-2), p.329.
04:33 Toby Brim [N428] of the Tjapukai people. See: NB Tindale film summary (AA 346/9/27/6) p.3.
http://archives.samuseum.sa.gov.au/aa346/AA346-09.htm

In his last book in 1993, Birdsell predicted that a crucial test of his theory would be a comparison of the mitochondrial lineages of the populations of
New Guinea and Aboriginal Australia, especially if descendants of the Cairns rainforest people and Tasmanians were included. While there has not been
research that has specifically included these last two groups, there was a study in 1999 that went some of the way towards testing the hypothesis. It was
conducted by Mark Stoneking, now at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology at Leipzig, and Alan Redd, an anthropologist from
Pensylvania State University. https://hwaairfan.wordpress.com/walk-in-somebody-elses-shoes/the-people-of-the-dreamtime/erasing-a-people-fromhistory-australian-pygmies/
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